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Introduction
Yanks is successful because it stays true to a very simple concept. Watching a woman have a real
orgasm while she masturbates is fun. So simple and yet it has taken a long time for a site to come along
and do it the way Yanks does. Authentic orgasms served up daily!
  

Adult Review
Yanks is owned by a real couple named Todd and Billie, they run the whole show there at Yanks. They hand-pick the models
and review every single scene before it is released to their members to make sure it is natural, real and well produced. They
don't worry about whether a scene is "hot" or not because they understand that any real orgasm that is well filmed is by its
very nature hotter than any contrived garbage that some other paid actress fakes on some other website.
  
  Todd and Billi were both bartenders from Southern California and as any bartender quickly learns, your honesty and
credibility are everything you have in life. If your customers trust you to provide them with good service they will come back
again and again.
  
  There are so many sites out there these days that are just ripping each other off and copying the latest craze by filming fake
girls who pretend to be having a good time while they think about where they will be spending the paycheck they get after the
show is over.
  
  Yanks girls are different. They are there because all they have to do is have an orgasm. Instead of faking their way through
things they dislike for a paycheck, they show up and eagerly enjoy every moment of fingering, vibrating, slippery wet action
and as an added bonus they even get paid for their time.
  
  Perhaps the best proof that the girls on this site are really enjoying themselves is the fact that the site now holds over 160
Videos of real women rubbing one out for you. Some girls are repeat performers and some girls are big name stars but at the
end of their scenes you can tell by the look in their eyes that what they just showed you was more intimate than some
absurdly choreographed 200 man gangbang performance. Yanks is intimate and intimacy is what you really want when you
log into a site and start downloading clips to quench your thirst.
  
  The videos are offered in .wmv and .mov downloadable formats which is great news for Mac users who have been looking
for a site that is compatible with their Apples. The videos are also provided in streaming formats so those of you who don't
want evidence on your hard-drive can watch a scene and shut down the site in complete comfort and privacy. After all, being
comfortable is what a good real orgasm is all about.
  
  Keep in mind, the site does not have a single male performer on it. If you want to watch women get fucked this may not be
the site you are looking for. However, The Tongue suggests you look at the tour before making up your mind. This is not like
most other smut sites on the web these days and it may be something you didn't know you wanted until the first time you see
one of these girls brighten up the entire room with a big smile as she drips sweet nectar onto the couch.
  
  Along with the videos Yanks offers up hundreds of high-res picture sets, bonus feeds and even an online message-board
where members can chat with each other and the Yanks staff. A message-board that provides direct public feedback from
members to site owners is a rare thing these days and a great sign of the kind of customer interaction and support you can
expect as a new member.

Porn Summary
This simple idea has been tried before but the companies that tried it always managed to screw it up somehow. Yanks just
does what they say they are going to do. They give real women a comfortable place to undress, let them pick whatever toys
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they wish to use and turn on the camera. The results are purely orgasmic.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Real women having real orgasms. It really is that simple.'
Quality: 77  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 82
Support: 95 Unique: 87    Taste: 82        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore, Natural, PornStars, SexToys, Straight, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.85 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 607
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